
 
 
 
Dear Walker: 
 
Thank you for your help, time and support for the Junior Girls Golf Program. 

 
 Remind parents and spectators to respect the 30 yard distance rule from the players, and that they should not 

converse, give advice or interfere with play. Read parent code of conduct.  
 

 Make sure the girls turn off their cell phones. 
 

 Competitors will play from the CLGA tee markers on each hole. 
 

 Have the girls switch scorecards with each other. Make sure they know they can keep their own score in the scorer 
area and put the players score in the appropriate spot. Make sure girls are confirming scores each hole You will keep 
score on the tally sheet but listen for confirmed scores from players to ensure all scores agree.  

 
  Finish all putts. 

 
 18 hole players will record all strokes including whiffs. 

 
 9 hole players will play a short par 3 course. Do not count whiffs. On water holes, allow only 1 ball in the water, 

pick up and drop on the other side. If a ball lands in a bunker, allow 2 strokes only to get it out, pick it up and drop it 
outside the bunker. Please circle the holes where they dropped out of bunker or any other infraction to differentiate 
between the true score. 

 
 The walker’s decision is final regarding any problems encountered. 

 
 Please help the girls learn on-course etiquette such as replacing divots, repairing ball marks, tending the flag, 

marking the score on the next hole and playing as quickly as is safe to do so. 
 

 You are permitted to offer rules advice in obvious common sense situations. i.e; lost ball, water hazards and rules 
infractions, such as grounding club in a bunker. 

 
 Most of all make sure the girls are having fun and are friendly with all girls in their group! 

 
Thanks again! 


